human beings as the Bible, but in my judgment that is more a problem in areas of Protestantism where liberalism has a long history. Catholic theologians of the left are a minority speaking to a minority; they have no following among the masses of Catholic faithful and will never influence the hierarchy nor change the Church.
The real struggle, which is between the Catholic center and the Catholic far-right, does not imperil the Catholic doctrine of the Bible as the word of God, which both accept. In this instance, as in most others, the struggle concerns the meaning of the doctrine. It gets nasty only when the far-right claims that its understanding of the doctrine is doctrinal. 5 But if in this lecture I struggle with the difference between a centrist and a rightist understanding of the Bible as the word of God, it is not because I regard militant Catholic fundamentalism as a real threat. Rightist militancy is confined to a few Catholic newspapers and periodicals, more vocal than their numerical following justifies. 6 In smaller part, my debate has in mind the vast number of unconscious fundamentalists among Catholics who have little knowledge of the Bible and therefore make simple assumptions; it also has in mind the increasing number of conscious (but not militant) Catholic fundamentalists who have taken over Protestant fundamentalism from contacts in the charismatic or moral-issues movements. 7 In larger part, in a theological presentation I struggle over the Bible as word of God because I do not find that theologians have been specific or clear on this subject. I suspect that most modern Catholic theologians will agree with what follows and that some will even regard it as "old hat." Yet it is very difficult to find a theologian who writes specifically on whether God communicated directly in words (even internal words) in either biblical revelation or biblical inspiration. (The general affirmation that revelation is not propositional is not enough to settle the meaning of "the word of God.") This is no minor issue, because if God did not actually speaks words (external or internal), one must admit clearly and firmly that every word pertaining to God in the history of the human race, including the biblical period, is a time-conditioned word, affected by limitations of human insight and problems. The attribution of a word to Göd, to Jesus, or to the Church 5 In his speech at the Catholic University in Washington on Oct. 6,1979, Pope John Paul Π quoted his predecessor: "Among the rights of the faithful, one of the greatest is the right to receive God's word in all its entirety and purity." It is typical that many extreme rightists have quoted this as proof that the Pope wants their interpretations of Catholic doctrine presented. 6 would not enable that word to escape limitation. 8 The Roman Catholic Church has admitted that its past magisterial statements may have been enunciated in "the changeable conceptions of a given epoch."
9 Existentially that is a greater concession than saying that the Bible is phrased in the changeable conceptions of a given epoch, 10 but theologians who praise the Church affirmation may well ask themselves whether they have made explicitly and clearly a similar statement about the Bible.
If this paper presses for theological frankness and clarity that will drive home inescapably the necessary point in the debate between the Catholic center and right, my contribution will be entirely from the vantage point of biblical criticism. I do not plan to consider the word of God philosophically (e. The difference is significant, for many would judge that the word-ofGod dimension is not properly represented by speaking of the godly use of a human medium. Nevertheless, the simile of the pre-existent Word of God becoming flesh also creates problems about how the Bible is the word of God. In a way, is this difference not related to the traditional Catholic distinction between revelation and inspiration in relation to the Bible? I say "Catholic distinction" because in some forms of Protestant thought that distinction seems to disappear, e.g., Carl Henry's statement, "The Bible is a propositional revelation of the unchanging Truth of God." 16 1 say "traditional distinction" because some Catholics are moving away from it by collapsing inspiration into revelation. The traditional position has been that the whole Bible is inspired but only some parts of the Bible transmit revelation. But for Karl Rahner, God becomes the inspiring originator of the Scriptures by forming the apostolic Church and her constitutive elements, and the Bible is the literary objectification of a faith that is a response to revelation.
17 Avery Dulles moves in the 8 THEOLOGICAL STUDIES same direction: "The Bible is a reliable, approved, canonical expression of the word of God; it not only transmits, but in some sense is, the word of God." 18 While I can understand such an approach by theologians, I do not think the theory adequately covers all parts of Scripture. To the jaundiced eye of a biblical scholar it often seems as if theologians phrase their theories of inspiration by reflecting on books like Genesis, the Gospels, and Romans; they might do better by trying their theories out on the first nine chapters of 1 Chronicles! In any case, to discuss the Bible as word of God, one must face the problem that certain biblical authors were very conscious of having received a divine communication (thç prophets, Paul) while other authors were not. Indeed, an author like Qoheleth would surely deny that he had received the word of God; he was writing out of collected human experience. Nevertheless, whether the lectionary reading be from Jeremiah, from Paul, or fjrom Qoheleth, the Church would have it stated that this is the word of God. In attempting to deal with such problems, I shall treat under the heading of "revelation" biblical claims to receive or transmit the word of God, 19 and under the heading of "inspiration" the Church's understanding that the whole Bible is the word of God. In a way, then, I shall be dealing with realities reflected in the incarnational and adoptionistic approaches to the Bible described above.
BIBLICAL REVELATION AS WORD OF GOD
If we begin with the OT, the "Wisdom Books" make no claim to be the word of God, 20 nor do the songs we call Psalms. The two areas that need attention are the Prophets and the Law given to Moses; for in the biblical descriptions of the inaugural visions of the prophets and of Moses' vision on Sinai a divine word comes to man. 20 One exception is that in the self-description of divine Wisdom, she must be considered a type of divine word: "Prom the mouth of the Most High I came forth" (Sir 24:3). But that is chiefly through an identification of Wisdom and Law, and I plan to discuss the Law as a divine revelation.
21 Although Moses can be described as prophet (Deut 18:15), in rabbinic tradition he is superior as the first of the prophets or the father of the prophets. While God spoke to both Moses and the prophets, the prophets saw Him through nine panes of glass or unclear 9
The question of how to understand that divine word is already present in the oldest of the writing prophets. Amos 1:1 begins with "The words of Amos" (Dibrê 'Amos); it ends in 9:15 with "Thus says the Lord your God" Cornar YHWH 'Elöhekä). If one may paraphrase the Esau/Jacob story, it sounds as if the voice is the voice of God, but the words, the words of Amos. And all of this is more complicated for the biblical critic who thinks that 9:8-15 is an addendum to Amos by a redactor who was not happy with the pessimistic tone of many of the other "Thus says the Lord your God" passages in Amos-one saying of the Lord God correcting another in the same book. And, of course, that is even more deliberate when one compares two different books. Because of political overuse, a word of the Lord to Isaiah (2:1) is well known: "They shall beat their swords into ploughshares, and their spears into pruning hooks" (Isa 2:4). Less familiar is the contradictory word that the Lord speaks to Joel: "Beat your ploughshares into swords, and your pruning hooks into spears" (Joel 4:10; RSV 3:10). One may argue whether God changes His message according to circumstances, but it is hard to deny the likelihood that in conveying a divinely received insight to a new generation one prophet has deliberately taken the words of another prophet and used them in a contrary way. The prophets leave no doubt that they thought that God had communicated with them, but they may have been more subtle than is often suspected about the extent to which the words they uttered came from God.
Jeremiah offers the best opportunity to study this issue, precisely because his work is so self-reflective. On the one hand, we are told that God put words into Jeremiah's mouth (1:9), and even that He dictated to Jeremiah for writing purposes (36:1-4). Yet there is a prose and poetic form of the same oracle (chaps. 7 and 26) which betrays a certain freedom of expression. More important, there is a series of complaints by Jeremiah that "the word of the Lord" that he (Jeremiah) has spoken does not come to pass (17:15-16) and that he has been deceived (15:18; 20:7, 9). There is revelation from God, for Jeremiah's message is not of his own creation. But the phrasing of the revelation seems to suffer from limitations. Once again I am tempted by my paraphrase: the message is the message of God, but the words are words of Jeremiah.
The question of whether a revealing God ever communicates in words comes to a head in an OT perspective in the encounter between Moses and God on Sinai. In Jewish thought this was the supreme experience of God, 22 But sometimes it is good to realize that modern biblical criticism is only rephrasing a problem recognized long before. In rabbinic discussions, how much was actually spoken by God and how much was phrased by Moses was very much an issue. In Exodus Rabbah 28.3 on Exod 19:8, God is portrayed as thinking, "When I say to them, Ί am the Lord your God/ they will ask, 'Who is speaking? God or Moses?'" Some rabbis thought that the people on the plain below heard the words of all ten of the commandments; others asked which commandments were "given in 23 32 This is now formally acknowledged in Church doctrine through the Instruction of the Roman Pontifical Biblical Commission on "The Historical Truth of the Gospels," which traces a process of adaptation during the formation of the Gospels. For the pertinent passages, see my Biblical Reflections (n. 6 above) 111-15. 33 The antidivorce statement of Jesus is also modified when reported in Mk 10:11-12 (application to the wife) and in Mt 19:9 (the porneia exception)-modifications determined by the life situations of the communities which were diverse from that of Jesus. 34 Virginal Conception (n. 1 above) 107-8. 35 Some of them may be variants of ministry sayings; e.g., the postresurrectional "If you forgive men's sins, their sins are forgiven; if you hold them, they are held fast" (Jn 20:23) may be a variant of Mt 18:18, "Whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven; whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven."
13
The category of "speaking" may be an inadequate way to describe the unique, eschatological encounter with the risen Jesus-an approximation of this revelation to ordinary experience. If so, the study of the "words" of the risen Jesus (who has passed beyond the limitations of human circumstances) may confirm the thesis that only human beings speak words and that revelation by the word of God really means divine revelation to which human beings have given expression in words.
THE INSPIRED BIBLE AS WORD OF GOD
Although inspiration is sometimes thought to be a lower or less extraordinary charism than revelation (n. 30 above), the belief that only the Bible has been inspired by God has led that whole collection of books, composed over a period of a thousand years, to be called simpliciter "the word of God"-a designation covering even those books in which it is difficult to find any revelation at all. As Vatican Council I stated (DBS 3006), the books of Scripture "are held to be sacred and canonical... because they were written under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit." There have been many theories of inspiration: inspiration of the biblical authors (Providentissimus Deus of Pope Leo XIII); inspiration of the words; inspiration of the readers as they came to recognize God's work in the Scriptures; inspiration of the Church that gave birth to the NT (Karl Rahner). Such theories all touch on an aspect of the truth; however, they are scarcely adequate to answer all the problems detected by critical scholarship, e.g., the long history of composition that marked many works. These theories might explain how the final Gospels were inspired but do not cover Jesus the subject of the Gospels and the originator of the sayings preserved therein. Nor do they account sufficiently for the diversity that exists among biblical works, even among NT works, diversities so sharp that the biblical authors might not have agreed with one another on certain points.
Be all that as it may, my chief concern here is the extent to which the inspired Bible is a time-conditioned word, marked by the limitations of human utterance. Inevitably this brings up the sensitive question of inerrancy, for the tendency simply to equate inspiration and inerrancy implicitly denies human limitation to the biblical word of God. Without rehearsing the obvious, let me point out what can be learned from the increasing sophistication of official Catholic statements on this problem. Already in 1893 Pope Leo XIII in Providentissimus Deus (DBS 3288) excluded natural or scientific matters from biblical inerrancy, even if he did this through the expedient of insisting that statements made about nature according to ordinary appearances were not errors. (An example might involve the sun going around the earth.) While this understanding of error echoes an ancient equation of inerrancy with freedom from deception, it sounds strange to modern ears, for inculpable mistakes cease to be errors. 36 In any case, Pope Leo's approach undermined the very purpose for which most people want to stress inerrancy, namely, so that they can give unlimited confidence to biblical statements. The theory that these statements were made according to surface appearances and so are not necessarily correct from a scientific viewpoint is a backdoor way of admitting human conditioning on the part of the biblical authors.
Leo XIII stated (DBS 3290) that the same principles "will apply to cognate sciences, and especially to history," a concession that many thought opened the way to admitting that the biblical books were not necessarily historically accurate. Thirty years later Pope Benedict XV attempted to close this door in Spiritus Ρ or acutus (1920) when he stated that one could not apply universally to the historical portions of the Scriptures the principles that Leo XIII had laid down for scientific matters, namely, that the authors were writing only according to appear ances (DBS 3653). Despite the respect that bound Catholic scholars to papal statements, this effort to save historical inerrancy failed, for the twentieth century produced indisputable evidence of historical inaccu racies in the Bible.
37 It was no surprise, then, that when inerrancy was discussed at Vatican II, no less a figure than Cardinal Koenig could dare to read off a list of historical errors in the Bible and to affirm that "the Biblical Books are deficient in accuracy as regards both historical and scientific matters." 38 In questioning the historical inerrancy of the Bible, Catholic scholars had worked upon a good philosophical principle, Ab esse ad posse valet illatio: if historical errors exist, they must be possible.
But all this development left untouched an area that even some Protestant discussions of inerrancy had avoided. It is one thing to admit that the biblical writers were limited in their knowledge of science and history. It is another thing to admit that the biblical writers had religious limitations. The Bible, most would recognize, was not written as a scientific or historical textbook, but many would think of it as almost a religious textbook. Nevertheless, critical investigation points to religious 36 Of course, in saying that the biblical author spoke according to the ordinary natural appearances, one might be supposing that the author knew better but was simply adapting himself to the ignorance of the time. However, no serious scholar today could assume that the biblical authors had scientific or natural knowledge beyond that of their times. 37 For instance, the discovery of the Neo-Babylonian chronicles made it lucidly clear that the dates assigned to various Babylonian interventions in Daniel were wrong; no longer could exegetes say that those dates might be true because of our ignorance of Babylonian chronology. One may very well answer that the author of Daniel was not writing history, but surely he used those dates because he thought they were correct. 
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While at the time one needed the emphasis in that title for pedagogical purposes, to speak of "word of God in words of men" is tautological. Only human beings use words; and so, when one has entitled divine communication "word of God," one has already indicated that the divine communication is in human words, 47 and therefore that the communication is in a time-conditioned and limited form.
As indicated at the start, I have spelled this out because, while I think that most centrist Catholic theologians agree with me, they have not been sufficiently clear at a time when "word of God" is still likely to be understood simplistically by most Catholics. Nevertheless, I am conscious that my emphasis on the "word" section of "word of God" has not allowed equal time for the "of God" part which, as I said, I have assumed throughout. The fact that the "word" of the Bible is human and timeconditioned makes it no less "of God." In the Bible God communicates Himself to the extraordinary extent that one can say that there is something "of God" in the words. All other works, patristic, Thomistic, and ecclesiastic, are words about God; only the Bible is the word of God. If I may return to the Christological comparison with which I began, Jesus as "fully divine and fully human" has been rejected not only consciously by nonbelievers but also unconsciously by believers. The nonbeliever regards the fully divine as incompatible with the human; the believer often regards the fully human as incompatible with the divine. To the biblical exception to the full humanity of Jesus ("without sinning" in Heb 4:15hare sometimes added "without ignorance," "without temptation," and "without limitation of world view." Consequently, if another Christian, who believes in the divinity of Jesus, insists that Jesus did not know all things, did not foresee the distant future, and was tempted, having to learn obedience, Christological fundamentalists will accuse that person of denying that Jesus is the Son of God. Small wonder that if a believer in revelation and inspiration insists that the biblical word is human, time-conditioned, and subject to limitation and error, biblical fundamentalists will accuse that person of denying that the Bible is the word of God. My paper has been dedicated to the thesis that only a believer who insists on such limitations holds that the Bible is the word of God.
